ALEXEI KOJEVNIKOV*
Freedom, collectivism, and quasiparticles:
Social metaphors in quantum physics

Fermions are individualists,while bosons are collectivists.1

AS PROBLEM

1. FREEDOM

WHAT KIND OF freedom do scientists have inmind when they say that an elec
tronor another particle "is free"? The most common model of a system of free
particles is an ideal gas, inwhich atoms are rare and move unfettered, interacting
onlywhen theydirectly collide. Yet some physicists, such as Yakov Frenkel, whose
specialtywas thequantum theoryofmatter and whose political views were social
ist,observed that in this system, only atoms are free,but electrons are not. They
are,

on

the contrary,

enslaved

by

free

atoms.

If, however,

are

atoms

packed

to

gether closely into a solid body, they lose most of theirfreedom and become con
fined to specific loci of a crystal, but in this very same process, electrons gain in
freedom as theybecome liberated from individual atoms.
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Liberated intowhat state?The answer is not simple. In a metal, electrons trans
port electric current and, therefore,are apparently free enough tomove through
the solid body. On theother hand, they are still subject to very strong forces from
the atoms of the crystal lattice as well as from other electrons. Some physicists

described thiscomplext situationwith thehelp of electrons belonging to theirproper
atoms and only occasionally switching theirallegiances, while others envisioned
electrons as almost free, an ideal gas of their own. Frenkel and some similarly
minded colleagues felt thatneither of these alternative descriptions was close to
electrons' real state of freedom,which he referred towith a special word: "collec

tivist."The idea came from leftistpolitical language and social theory.
Disagreements over the large issue of freedom played a particularly important
role during the early formative stages of thequantum physics of the solid, liquid,

and plasma

states

of matter?or

condensed

matter

in the current

usage?from

the

1920s through the 1950s. At stakewas not only the language proper, but themath
ematical models and conceptual foundations of an emerging scientific discipline.
A variety of specific approaches and theories that existed and competed during
thatperiod rested on theirauthors' conflicting intuitions regarding the freedom of
particles. In theirattempts to conceptualize these intuitions in physical and math
ematical terms,physicists often used social metaphors, implicitly as well as ex
plicitly, consciously as well as unconsciously. These metaphors reflected their
varying interpretations?liberal and collectivism among others?of the general
concept of freedom, theirpolitical philosophies, and also theirpersonal and often
incompatible existential experiences of social life in differentcountries and re
gimes.

The present paper studies one line in this debate: the collectivist approach in
the early history of condensed matter physics and its corresponding collectivist
metaphors.2 Iwill follow attemptsby socialist-minded physicists todevelop meth
ods for the description of the collective behavior of particles, which led them to
several new physical models, laterunited under thegeneral termquasiparticles. As
basic objects in virtually all fields of current research on theproperties ofmatter,
including some half-dozen Nobel prize-winning works, quasiparticles are familiar
to any practicing physicist and, since the 1950s, belong among themost funda
mental concepts of physics. Little is known, however, about theirhistorical kin
shipwith collectivism. The relationship dates back to the firsthalf of the century

when socialist ideas thrivedand when the foundations of thephysics of condensed
matter were laid. Physicists in the field todaymuch more commonly work for
business than for leftistpolitical causes, but they continue speaking collectivist
language. Its success is partly related to the fact that its relationship with the by

literature. For more
approach has not been studied so far in the existing historical
This paper
information on the history of other main approaches,
see, in particular, OCM.
an additional
may be considered
chapter for that landmark study.
2. This
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now largely discredited political movement has become invisible, just likemany
other legacies of socialism in contemporary life.
"Collectivism," like "freedom," was used and abused somuch inpolitical pro
paganda that it seems necessary to startwith clarifications of itsmeanings. As if in
order to remind us thatwords sometimes have tricky trajectories, "collectivism"
as a political termoriginated with opponents ofMarxism. It referred to the theory
that themeans of production should be owned neither by private individuals nor

by the state, but by free associations of laborers. The conflict between Mikhail
Bakunin and other proponents of thisview with Karl Marx and his followers led to
the splitof theFirst International in 1872. The new political movement thatformed
thereafteraccepted collectivism as its program and anarchism as its name. The
were

anarchists

the Marxists'

main

rivals within

the international

move

workers'

ment, having strongholds inFrance, Switzerland, Spain, and Italy.They continued
tobe a powerful forcewithin theEuropean leftuntil their last importantorganiza
tionswere exterminated in the 1930s, especially during the Spanish Civil War.3
Much earlier, however, by 1900 at least, anarchists had lost theirmonopoly
over the term"collectivism." Although theyand some others continued to use it in
defense ofworkers' freedom against both private and state property, theword was
also appropriated by virtually all socialist factions. Itsmeaning changed, too, as it
began

to be used

ever more

often

as a vague

synonym

for anti-capitalist

values,

while its critique of etatisme weakened. Socialists accepted collectivism as an al
ternative to the liberal individualist concept of freedom, noting that the latteroften
went hand inhand with exploitation and slavery.4 Collectivism, for them,was the
true strategyof liberation for the oppressed and theironly way to succeed in the
struggle for freedom.
The nextmajor change ofmeaning occurred owing to collectivization, a violent
reformof Soviet agriculture around 1930. Legally, theSoviet kolkhoz was a coop
erative

of peasants,

not

a state

enterprise,

which

was

a large

concession

from

the

point of view of hard-core Marxists. The kolkhoz thus had some formal resem
blance with the original anarchist program, although it in factwas anything but a
freeassociation. The results of collectivization were notoriously disastrous. Among
other,more important things, they also damaged the reputation of collectivism,
showing thatwhat had been conceived as a liberation concept could also become a
method of enslavement. In this,as in a number of other importanthistorical cases,
the pursuit of a new type of freedom in the political realm turned into the emer

gence of a new type of dictatorship. A similar pursuit in the realm of physical
models produced a differentoutcome, leading to the discovery of new kinds of
natural
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2. QUASIPARTICLES
New objects started to appear in solid state physics around 1930, when all of
themeanings of collectivism discussed above were still inwide circulation. Their
current name, quasiparticles, was introduced afterWorld War II. In their early
decades, these new objects were most commonly referred to as "collectivized"
particles or as "collective excitations." A basic idea indicative of theirname may
be illustratedby two simple examples. Consider a stringof connected atoms, one
of which is in an excited state. Since it interactswith neighboring atoms, it can

give itsenergy to one of them; the excitation can thusmove fromone neighbor to
another though the atoms themselves do not move. The excitation's movement
along the stringcan be described mathematically in a fashion very similar to the
movement of an ordinary particle, and it received the particle-like name, "exci
ton." Or consider a crystal lattice with one unoccupied place. If a neighboring
atom receives some extra energy, it can jump to the vacancy, leaving behind an
empty space intowhich another atom can move, and so on: the vacancy travels

through the lattice like a particle. In this case, actual atoms move, too, but rather
than analyzing thebehavior of thousands of them, it ismuch more convenient to
describe theircollective movement bymeans of just one, albeit fictional, particle,
the "hole."

Besides holes and excitons, there are over a dozen commonly recognized spe
cies of quasiparticles, or collective excitations, as well as many other,more spe
cific varieties.5 Like ordinary particles they carry energy andmomentum, possess
effectivemass and charge, and can scatter,emit, or absorb other particles and qua
siparticles. Quantitatively, theirbehavior can be unusual: some values of energyE
can be forbidden,momentum P is not conserved exactly but can change by a quan
tum, and the relationship between energy and momentum is often described by a
mathematical functionmore complicated thanE = P2/2m of theusual mechanics.

These features, however, are not considered at all problematic by contemporary
physicists, forwhom quasiparticles have become familiar and uncontroversial natu
ral objects. They offer an indispensable method of describing processes that in
volve movements of inconceivably large numbers of particles bymeans ofmuch
more convenientmodels with relatively few participating constituents.Some physi
cists have considered quasiparticles, rather than atoms or molecules, as the el

ementary constituent parts of practically all real bodies in theworld surrounding
us except rarefied gases and the high vacuum inside particle accelerators and out
in interstellarspace.
For physicists, the existence of quasiparticles in nature is no less real than the
existence of the electron. Indeed, the philosophical criteria of the reality of elec

5. See updates in the database of Chemical
abstracts
service, under
ticles and excitations.
URL:
http://www.cas.org/vocabulary/18640.html.

the heading

Quasipar
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trons, for example those formulated by Ian Hacking, equally apply to quasipar
ticles.6 They have become so real that some physicists even wonder whether there
is a fundamental distinction between quasiparticles and ordinary particles. Those
who had thought thematter through concluded that "In all dynamic properties,
quasiparticles are just like ordinary particles (although the laws of theirmovement
may be significantlymore complicated). However, in contrast to ordinary par
ticles, quasiparticles cannot appear in vacuum; theyneed a certainmedium as the
background, because, being elementary units ofmovement, they are diferent from
the elementary building blocks of themedium. This is themain difference be
tween particles and quasiparticles; in all othermajor characteristics they are the
same."7 In other words, one needs to postulate other particles first in order to
construct out of theirmovements new combinations, or quasiparticles, which are

thus explicitly entities of the second ontological order. This solution, however,
does not exclude possible doubts about theontological status of ordinary particles,
which may, in the end, also turnout to be artifacts of a medium.
A shortversion of thehistory of quasiparticles was told by two physicists driven
mainly by the curiosity to find out "who named the -on's" (both quasiparticles and
ordinary particles). They did not restrict the inquiry to names, but tried to deter
mine for each particle who was the author of the concept and who invented the
name for it.Their findings for quasiparticles are presented inTable l.8 Not all of
the attributionsare beyond doubt, nor is their listof quasiparticles complete, but it
gives a useful firstapproximation to importantplaces and names. All but one name,
Bloch, of the pre-1950 names, belong to Soviet physicists. Indeed, themethod of
collective excitations was developed primarilywithin the Soviet Union until the
late 1950s, when it lost itsnational specificity and gained worldwide acceptance.
Part I of this study centers onYakov Frenkel, thepioneer of the entire collectiv
ist approach and.the author of themodel of collectivized particles, including the
hole and the exciton, and Igor Tamm, whose phonon became the paradigm for a
differentmodel, collective excitations. The forthcomingPart II will consider con

tributionsby Lev Landau and David Bohm, whose accomplishments and modifi
cations of the collectivist approach were largely responsible for its eventual wide
success and recognition. These physicists, three Soviet and one American, had
certain things in common. They were all socialists of various kinds, mostly unor
thodox, and cared about politics almost as much as about science. All lived through
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the existential experience of persecution and deprivation, to various degrees, of
personal freedom,which leftan impacton theirthoughtson freedom and theamount
of it that could be achieved by people in real life and by particles in real bodies.
They believed in collectivism as a political philosophy and introduced collectivist
terminology and models intoquantum physics.
Table 1.Early quasiparticles and theirauthors
QUASIPARTICLES

CONCEPT

NAME IN PRINT

Phonon

Tamm, 1930
Bloch, 1930

Frenkel, 1932

Magnon

Exciton

Pomeranchuk, 1941

Frenkel, 1931
Landau, 1933
Landau, 1941

Polaron

Roton

Bohm and Pines,
Fano, 1956

Plasmon

Polariton

1951

Referring toLandau
Frenkel, 1936
Pekar, 1946
Landau 1941
Referring toTamm
Pines, 1956
Hopfield, 1958

The language of contemporary science includes many phrases and concepts
such

as "collective

excitations,"

"collective

"collective

phenomena,"

coordinates,"

"collective modes," and "collective oscillations." Their scientificmeanings and
usage have separated sufficientlyfrom related terms in the political language to
receive a separate treatmentin some encyclopedic dictionaries.9My investigation
startedwith noticing this curious linguistic fact and attempting to find out the
historical roots of collectivist ideas in science. It ended up with the conclusion that
the development of a new fundamental language in physics and of some of its
highly sophisticatedmathematical models was enabled by the collectivist concep

tion of freedom. The transferof metaphors and concepts between scientific and
political discourses can thusplay an importantproductive role not only inbiologi
cal sciences, where ithas been studied extensively, particularly in the case ofDar
winism, but also in a mathematized hard science like physics.10
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3.THE ORIGIN OF THE COLLECTIVIST METAPHOR
Yakov Il'ich Frenkel (1894-1952) grew up in the family of a Jewish revolution
ary in the last years of theRussian Empire. His father, Ilia, had been a member of
"The People's Will," an underground revolutionary organization thatprepared ter
rorist attacks against leaders of themonarchical regime. After a six-year exile in
Siberia, Ilia Frenkel withdrew from active politics and became a small merchant
but continued to support illegal revolutionaries.11He sympathized with theSocial
istRevolutionaries, or SR, a radical non-Marxist political party oriented towards
the peasants rather than toward the nascent industrial proletariat. SR envisioned
Russia's way to a future socialist society through thera/r, the traditional commu

nal organization of theRussian village, inwhich peasant families owned the vil
lage land collectively and periodically redistributedplots among themselves. The
firstnational elections after theMarch 1917 revolution and the fall of themonar
chy gave victory to socialist parties in general and to SR in particular, yet the
power in the capitals fell to theMarxist Bolshevik party in theNovember coup.
SR's leftistfaction formed a coalition with Bolsheviks in the firstSoviet govern
ment, but revolted later in 1918.Many SR's joined forces with opponents of the
Bolshevik regime during the unfolding Civil War.
On the day of theBolshevik uprising in Petrograd, Frenkel the son was busy
there taking hismajor exam inphysics, a formal prerequisite forobtaining the first
teaching position at a university.The collapse of the ancien regime allowed local
initiative groups to establish dozens of new universities all over Russia. Frenkel
was offered a junior position at the firstof these post-revolutionary schools, Tauria

University in theCrimea, and moved there in early 1918. He shared his father's
political values and was critical of theBolshevik government, but allegiance to the
cause of the revolutionwas more important tohim thandistinctions among social
ists.Although regrettingthatthe revolution came tobe headed byMarxists, Frenkel
concluded in a lettertohis father that itwas "late now to strugglewith theBolshe
viks; we have to help them diminish the negative results of theirpolicy and en
hance

the positive

ones.

On

the other

hand..

.1 am

too far from active

politics...and

am not at all inclined to exchange my science for it."12
In theCrimea, Frenkel combined university teaching with membership in the
governing board of theCommissariat of Enlightenment of the local Crimean So
viet.13 Political power in the south alternated many times during theCivil War.
When theWhites made theCrimea their stronghold in summer 1919, Frenkel was
jailed for having worked in theRed administration, and only the fact thathe was

11. YIF,

1-4.

12. YIF,

20-21.

13. His
Crimean

post, according
republic, FPW,

to one account, was
8.

deputy

commissar

of the enlightenment

of the
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an academic, a profession somewhat respected by both sides of the conflict, saved
his life.Not knowing yet thathe would be so lucky,he tried to comforthis mother:
"I am not pining in the least; ratherI am occupied with readingDrude and Grave....If
one doesn't give oneself up to thoughts about what could be...then it's just like
a
living in clover, like being in a sanitorium.The whole difference is that in sanito
rium thereare usually rooms that lock from the inside, and inprison, the cells lock
from the outside."14 The books mentioned here are a textbook on higher algebra
by Kiev mathematician Dmitry Grave and the treatise on optics by theGerman
physicist Paul Drude

(figure 1).15

FIG. 1. Frenkel in theCrimea, shortlyafterhe had been releasedfrom jail (self-portrait).
Source:

V.Ya.

Frenkel,

Yakov

Il'ich Frenkel

(Moscow-Leningrad,

1966),

77.

14.VictorYa. Frenkel,"Yakov IlichFrenkel: Sketches towarda civic portrait,"
HSPS, 27:2
(1997), 197-236,on 204.
15. Paul Drude, Lehrbuch der Optik (Leipzig, 1900).
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Drude's treatiseof 1900 contained his famous electron theoryofmetals, which
rested on thephysical assumption thatelectric current consisted of themovement
inside themetal of a gas of free electrons. Drude's model gave a satisfactoryquan
titative explanation of the ratio between the electrical and thermal conductivity
and, in an improved formgiven by Hendrik Antoon Lorentz a few years later,was

the best available pre-quantum theoryof metals.16 Reading Drude's book while
sittingbehind bars perhaps helped Frenkel to realize that electrons inside lattice
cells can hardly be free. (Incidentally, theRussian word for "bars" of a jail and for
"lattice" of a crystal is one and the same, reshetka.) He verified the idea with a
calculation based on thevirial theorem,demonstrating thatelectrons are contained
within the body of the crystal by binding stronger than that inside an individual
atom.Whether Frenkel developed his model in theCrimea or a couple of years
later is hard to document, since he was first able to publish it in 1924, after the

Civil War had ended, Russian academic life and publishing had resumed, and
Frenkel had returned to Petrograd towork at the newly founded State Physico
Technical Institute.17
Frenkel proposed to replace the classical Drude-Lorentz model with a theory
based on quantum ideas. Quantum mechanics remained to be formulated; he re
lied in this first attempt on Bohr's atomic theory,according to which electrons
circled around the atomic nucleus on elliptical orbits.18 Inmetals, Frenkel calcu
lated, atoms are forced so close to each other that theiroutermost orbits overlap.
Before completing thefull ellipse, an electronwould come close enough toa neigh

boring atom to jump over onto an elliptical orbit around anothernucleus. In Frenkel's
model, the electric current in a metallic body was represented by electrons gliding
from one atom to another in a chain, passing from hand to hand like land plots in
theRussian village commune. These electrons no longer belonged to individual
atoms, as in the gaseous state of matter, but neither did theybecome absolutely
free, as in the ideal gas of theDrude-Lorentz model. Frenkel called theirmore

16. On
the Drude-Lorentz
theory see OCM,
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complex stateof freedom "collectivist" and he summarized theessence of hismodel
inmetaphorical terms borrowed from the language of the revolutionary era: "In
thisway, valence electrons become 'free' electrons, contributing to the electrical
conductivity ofmetals. Itmust be noted that theyare not free in the real sense of
theword. On the contrary, they are bound more strongly to the body of themetal
thanwithin isolated atoms. But theyhave become emancipated from thedomina
tion of particular atoms; theyno longerbelong to individual atoms but to theentire
collective formed by these atoms. The quantum character of theirmotion can only
be described, strictlyspeaking, as 'collectivist'."19
The use of metaphors, including far-reaching anthropomorphic ones, charac
terized Frenkel's scientific creativity. In a studentpaper on the photoelectric ef
fect in 1913, he described electrons as "emigrating" from the surface of themetal
at the same time as he himself, unsure whether thequota on Jewish studentswould
allow him to study at a Russian university,was considering emigration to theU.S.20
In a letterof 1924 Frenkel referred to "inanimate objects, such as molecules, at

oms, and electrons" as "microscopic inhabitantsof theanimate universe" and praised
physics as being "not somuch exact science as...a drama or comedy of the lifeof
atoms and electrons."21 Throughout his career, he developed analogies between
phenomena in very distant areas of physics, and not only physics, as long as this
helped tomake sense of things.Colleagues, especially Landau, were often critical
of Frenkel's imaginative visualization, occasional sloppiness in calculations, and

promiscuous creation ofmodels, preferringmore dry,precise, and consistentwork.
Some of the critics, however, later acknowledged that,although a number of his
metaphors did not survive, others proved to have importantvalue forphysics, and
praised Frenkel as "a generator of new ideas," even though he often left to others
the critical work of checking, perfecting, and justifying them.22

19. FSW,

57-58.
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In 1958, the editors of the posthumous edition of Frenkel's selected works ac
knowledged thathis collectivist metaphor of 1924 had found a "profound devel
opment in themodern quantum theoryof the solid state." They observed further
that the "collectivization of valence electrons takes place in all crystals," not only
inmetals.23 By thattime, collectivist terms inphysics had lost theirdirect political
connotations. They had acquired a life of theirown inprofessional parlance, text

books, reviews, and technical papers. The initialmetaphor had undergone, inSabine
Maasen's
terms,not only transfer from political to scientific discourse, but also
transformation: ithad been furnished in itsnew settingwith language, formalism,
and meanings specific to the discipline of physics.24 This transformation,how
ever, had not been easy or straightforward.Physical models and mathematical
apparatus capable of describing the complex collectivist state of freedomwere not
available at the start,and it took quite some time and effortto develop them.

4. LIBERATED

HOLES

In 1926 Frenkel reached from his model of themovement of electrons to the
concept of thehole. Even in crystals, atomic ions are not bound absolutely to their
positions in the lattice, as appears fromdiffusion in solids. George von Hevesy had
proposed a mechanism for solid diffusion as two (or occasionally more) ions si
multaneously exchanging theirpositions in the lattice (Platzwechsel). In 1923Abram
Joffeput forward a differenthypothesis, according towhich ions in a crystal en
joyed the greater freedom of occasionally leaving theirproper places and wander
ing within the interatomic space, thus adding an ionic contribution to the total
electric current.Frenkel now developed the idea of his Leningrad colleague and
institutedirector one step further,by noting that the "dissociation" of an ion from
itsproper place would also liberate an "empty space," a vacancy ("ein leererPlatz")
in the lattice thatwould behave like a particle.25
Frenkel's liberated empty spaces of 1926 travelled through the lattice in the
same way as his collectivist electrons of 1924, by jumping from one atomic posi
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tion to a neighboring one, and thus enjoyed a similar freedom. An elementary act
in thisprocess can be described either as an ionmoving to a nearby vacant place or
as a vacancy moving in theopposite direction. Frenkel thuscharacterized an empty
space as a "negative atom," an "ion of theopposite sign." It can travel through the
lattice until itmeets a liberatedwandering ionwith which itcan recombine into an

ion properly fixed in the lattice. In laterRussian-language publications he referred
to vacancies in the lattice as "dyrkr (holes), which by that timewas also theRus
sian term for electron holes, or anti-electrons, of Dirac's famous theoryof 1929.
The two concepts, one in solid state physics and the other in quantum electrody
namics, have much in common, indeed, and it is also very likely thatDirac had
known of Frenkel's holes at least since theirconversations on board a steamer in
1928, during theweek of theVolga congress of Russian physicists (figure 2).26

FIG. 2. Frenkel andDirac on board the steamship,6thCongress ofRussian Physicists,
August 1928. Courtesy of theAmerican Instituteof Physics/EmilioSegre Visual
Archives.
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Having played a heuristic role in the initial development of the idea of holes,
the analogy with collectivist movement became less necessary once the concept
was in place. Frenkel could operate both with and without the collectivist meta
phor when he discussed holes in his multiple papers and books. Dirac was prob
ably unaware of it at all; at least he did not use collectivist terminology in his
papers of 1930 on thehole theory,which made the concept widely known, even if
not widely accepted, among physicists. Dirac's theoryhad many opponents, who
did not like its postulate of a vacuum filled with an infinitenumber of negative
energy electrons, inwhich only thevacancies, theholes, were observable. Eventu
ally, the hole model lost its popularity in high energy physics to themathemati
cally equivalent representation of anti-electrons, or positrons,moving as free par

ticles in empty space. But itbecame universally recognized in condensed matter
physics, where the existence of a medium was obvious.
Although Werner Heisenberg was among the critics of Dirac's approaches to
quantum electrodynamics, he appreciated his idea of the electron hole and in 1931
returned the concept to thephysics of the solid state.Heisenberg considered holes
as vacancies in either electronic shells of an atom or nearly filled electronic bands
of a crystal, vacancies thatbehave like positively charged particles.27 After Dirac

and Heisenberg, the term "hole" has become most commonly, though not exclu
sively, associated with electronic vacancies. Frenkel's original ionic vacancies,
too, have become commonplace in physics, but under a differentname. In the
1930s theywere incorporated by FriedrichWilhelm Jost,Carl Wagner, andWalter
Schottky into the general theoryof defects in solids, inwhich the pair made of a
wandering ion and a vacancy in the lattice is called a "Frenkel defect."28

5. THE COLLECTIVIZED ELECTRON AND THE BLOCH ELECTRON
Frenkel's model of electrical conductivity of 1924 offered a solution to the
main difficultyof theDrude-Lorentz theory,thatof specific heats. Had electrons
inmetals been free, their thermalmotion would have added a significant contribu
tion to the value of specific heat of metals, which was not observed in experi
ments.29 Frenkel's electrons passed fromone atom to anotherwith velocities much
higher than thermalones and thereforedid not have to contribute to specific heats.
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Despite thispromising feature, theproposal found little support among physicists.
Even Paul Ehrenfest, who was very sympathetic toFrenkel, thought thathis paper
contained "many clever ideas and a big confusion." Although Arnold Sommerfeld
once referred to Frenkel's theory as "well known,"30 Frenkel himself found ex

actly theopposite situationwhen he tried to communicate furtherdevelopments of
his ideas to the cream of the internationalphysics community at theVolta memo
rial conference held inComo, Italy, in 1927 (figure 3).31

FIG. 3. Frenkel talking toLorentz inComo, probably tryingto explain thedifferences
between theirtheories.Courtesy of theAmerican Instituteof Physics/EmilioSegreVisual
Archives.

He startedboldly: "In the classical theoryof electrical conductivity ofmetals,
the so called 'free' electrons are regarded as particles of gas thatmove with con
stantvelocities between collisions with positive ions....A few years ago I showed
thatthisconception is totallywrong." After presenting his arguments,Frenkel con

cluded: 'The only type of freedom electrons could obtain under these conditions
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is, so to speak, the freedom to change theirmaster, or the atom to which they
belong.While in the gaseous state each electron belongs to itsproper atom, in the
liquid or solid state itbecomes 'the slave of the collective' formed by all atoms,
and enjoys a rather relative freedom of constant transition 'fromhand to hand,'
i.e., from one

to another."32

atom

At the same meeting, Sommerfeld announced a differentmodification of the
Drude-Lorentz theory.He avoided the difficultyof the specific heats by applying
to electrons thenew quantum statisticsof Pauli and Fermi; otherwise, he took over

the ideal gas model from the classical theory.33Sommerfeld wrote of these elec
tronsas free,even though he admitted thatquantum statistics imposed restrictions
on them.By banning more thanone electron fromoccupying the same phase cell,

itcreated a relative deficiency of available phase space, thusmaking electrons "a
nation without space," in Sommerfeld's metaphor borrowed from the contempo
rary ideology ofGerman nationalism.34 In the following year, Sommerfeld's stu
dents and assistants developed and applied his theory to other problems of the
solid state. Some of them,however, were troubledby thedifficultyabout freedom.

As Hans Bethe recalled, "Sommerfeld...recognized thatDrude's main difficulty,
namely the large specific heat of the free electrons,would be eliminated by apply
ingFermi statistics....However, itwas very unsatisfactory thatSommerfeld had to
assume completely free electrons. How could the electron be considered as free in
thepresence of the obviously very strongvariations of thepotential energy inside
themetal? I thought that thiswas a verymajor objection against the Sommerfeld
theory;Sommerfeld himself seemed tobe less concerned. The problem was solved
by Felix Bloch in his famous Ph.D. thesis."35
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Frenkel and Sommerfeld had initiated the application of quantum ideas tomet
als, but itwas Bloch, in 1928 a student of Heisenberg inLeipzig, who found how
todo thisconsistently,on thebasis of thefundamental Schrodinger equation. Bloch's
landmark accomplishment explained why electrons can move through the lattice
with apparent ease despite the strong internalforces acting on them.The key turned
out to be the lattice's periodicity. In the version of his theory of 1927, Frenkel
estimated themean free path of electrons by considering the scattering of corre
sponding de Broglie waves on an atom. Reasoning once again by analogy (this
timewith the scattering of lightwaves), he concluded that in a perfectly periodic
crystal electronswould propagate without scattering.Resistance to thecurrentarose
only from impurities,defects, and the thermalmovement of the lattice ions.36Bloch
proved this thesis in 1928 by rigorous calculation: "I had gotten the essential idea
that a periodic arrangement is not really an obstacle forwaves, but it's only the
thermal vibrations. Heisenberg was very pleased. I told it to him only in the
one-dimensional case, in a very primitive way. And he said, That is explained
now. Now

I understand'."37

Sommerfeld's school at firstperceived Bloch's approach as "a quantum theo
retical analog of Frenkel's theory."38 This view had some basis, since Bloch's
electrons were neither a free ideal gas as in Sommerfeld's model, nor bound to
particular atoms as in Heisenberg's theory of ferromagnetism. Bloch distanced
himself from both these contrasting alternatives. He referred to his approach as
"intermediate," since it took into account at least one kind of strong forces inside

the periodic potential. However, Bloch had no special notion in his
vocabulary to characterize this state of intermediate freedom, and he apparently
did not accept Frenkel's collectivist terminology andmodel. The intermediate state
was also hard to describe mathematically and Bloch had to resort to rough ap
proximations. He considered two limiting cases: near freedom,with the potential
treated as a small perturbation; and tightbonding to a single atom,with the influ
themetal:

ence of other atoms approximated as small. Although aware thatneither of these
approximations correspond to reality, he thought that they could be relied upon
insofar as theyboth provided qualitatively similar results.39
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Pursuing this approach further,in 1929 Bloch and Rudolph Peierls, another
studentofHeisenberg, described the strangeand counterintuitive (unanschauliche)
properties of electrons thatwere neither bound nor free: theirmomentum k was
not conserved, but could change by a quantum (Umklapp processes), and their

kinetic energy E deviated from the usual quadratic function of themomentum
(which Peierls used to explain the anomalous Hall effect inmetals). Not only were
electrons able, in a periodic potential, to jump from one atom to another despite

theirenergies being lower than thepotential barrier separating the atoms, but also,
as Peierls found further,therewere certain regions of higher electron energy above
the barrier level within which the electrons, contrary to classical intuitions,were
prohibited tomove (forbidden bands).40 Peierls thus formulated his own notion of
quantum freedom in a review of the state of the theory in 1932: "The difference

between 'free' and 'bound' electrons, which is important in the classical theory
and forwhich it is decisive whether or not the electron's energy suffices to over
come the potential barrier between atoms, is largely erased in quantum mechan
ics." In his own review, Frenkel welcomed Bloch and Peierls' new achievements

from the point of view of his understanding of freedom. To him, theyhad proved
mathematically "that all valence electrons are free with regard to individual
atoms...and at thevery same timebound with regard to thecollective formedby all
these

atoms."41

Meanwhile, in 1929 theword "collectivization" became familiar to everybody
in the Soviet Union as themain political slogan of the year of the "Great Break"
and of thecollectivization campaign in agriculture.While teaching quantum theory,
Frenkel presented itsunusual concepts in collectivist termsfamiliar to and popular
among his young audience. Students sensed (in theirown understanding of collec
tivism) political connotations of the concept. As one of them,Oskar Todes, re

called: "Frenkel's formulation of the 'collectivization' of free electrons inmetals
emerged from the events of contemporary political life. It enabled us to remember
forour entire lives themain physical ideas about thebehavior of these electrons."
Todes himself, togetherwith two enthusiastic classmates, organized a student
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kolkhoz for collective work on the curriculum, but the authorities criticized their
initiative as a "collective of kulaks," since the threewere regarded as the best
students

in the class.42

After several years of use, thenotion of "collectivized electrons" was no longer
just a figurativemetaphor forFrenkel, but the appropriate description of the com
plex reality within metals and the basis of his understanding of the physics of
solids. This conviction led Frenkel in the 1930s into disagreement with further
developments in the field, the so-called band theoryof solids, and caused his alien
ation from themainstream of the solid state community. It also motivated his search
for alternative approaches. The one thathe eventually found, theexciton, had prof
ited from an earlier proposal of the elastic quantum, or phonon, suggested in 1930
by Frenkel's Moscow

colleague, Igor Tamm.

6. THE PHONONAND QUANTUM INDIVIDUALITY
The son of a railroad engineer, Igor Evgen'evich Tamm (1895-1971) was ac
customed tomoving. Born inVladivostok in theFar East of theEmpire, he grew
up inElizavetgrad, a provincial town in theUkraine. Like many gymnasium stu
dents of thepre-revolutionary decade, Tamm was fond of reading forbidden politi
cal literature,which developed for him into a serious interest in politics. He be
came involved in aMarxist study circle and participated inworkers' demonstra
tions and illegal meetings, which made his parents worry. Trying to distract the
boy from politics, they convinced him to go abroad, to a university in quiet

Edinburgh rather thanpolitically active London.43
Having spent an uneventful year inEdinburgh, Tamm was getting bored when
theoutbreak of theWorld War I prevented him from continuing his studies abroad.
He transferredtoMoscow University, where his academic interests shifted from
mathematics and chemistry tophysics despite thepoor level of physics teaching in

Moscow at the time.At twenty,Tamm stillhoped and feared thathemight live the
life of a revolutionary, regarding a possible career in science as philistinism. In
1915 he joined theSocial-Democratic Workers Party as amember of itsMenshevik
faction. During the subsequent years of wars and revolutions, Tamm alternated
between Elizavetgrad andMoscow, Kiev and Odessa, between pursuing his aca
demic studies and participating in the turbulentpolitical life, livingunder alternat
ing political regimes. After the collapse of themonarchy in the capitals in the
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Moscow forElizavetgrad
spring of 1917, Tamm turnedpolitical agitator and left
to help make the revolution there. In April he was elected a member of the city
Soviet and in June represented his home town at theFirstAll-Russian Congress of
Soviets in Petrograd. A leftistamong Mensheviks, he shared theBolsheviks' un
compromising opposition to the imperialistwar and voted with them on this cru
cial issue against the new offensive on the front.44

Unlike the easy overnight coup in Petrograd, the Soviet takeover of power in
Moscow inNovember 1917 took a week of heavy fighting.
Although Tamm, caught
in the crossfire, despised the Bolsheviks' "fanaticism," he was not too far from
them politically and initially entertained some hopes for a cooperation between
leftist
Mensheviks and thenew regime.With the startof theCivil War in the sum
mer of 1918, however, theBolsheviks declared all other political parties illegal.
By that timeTamm was already concentratingmore on his academic studies. He
did not fight in thewar, although his sympathies were definitely on theRed side,
and hemanaged to graduate in the fall.45He spent 1919/20 as an assistant atTauria
University in theCrimea, where his life-long friendshipwith Frenkel began. Like
Frenkel, Tamm experienced arrest and themenace of execution at least once, in
summer 1920, when he tried to pass secretly across the frontbetween theWhites
and theReds, from theCrimea to his fiancee inElizavetgrad. Caught by theReds
with no documents, Tamm was ordered shot as aWhite spy and escaped death
only by proving his identityas amathematician. To check this, theRed commander,
who also happened to be a formermathematics student, demanded thatTamm
derive theTaylor series.46
In 1922 Tamm returned toMoscow and soon began teaching as a lecturer at
Moscow State University. A number of his best friends and formercolleagues-in
arms joined theBolshevik party, but Tamm remained formally unaffiliated. His

disagreements with communists were philosophical rather thanpolitical: instead
of believing in dialectical materialism, Tamm followed Mach and the positivists.
He was the first
Moscow theoretician to use the new quantum mechanics once it
in
1925.
Paul Ehrenfest noticed him and invitedhim toLey den in early
appeared
1928,where Tamm met Paul Dirac, theBritish genius and one of the leaders of the
young quantum generation.Although reputedlyunsociable, Dirac developed a close
friendshipwith Tamm, Frenkel, and a few other Soviet physicists. This friendship
and Dirac's leftistsympathiesmade him interested in the Soviet experiment. Al
most every year between 1928 and 1936, altogether seven times,Dirac visited the
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FIG. 4. P.A.M.

Dirac,

O.N.

Trapeznikova,

I.E. Tamm,

(left to right), Leyden,

I.V. Obreimov

Spring 1928. Courtesy of theAmerican Instituteof Physics/EmilioSegreVisual Archives.

Soviet Union. For Tamm, he became themain authority in physics, alongside Le
onid Isaakovich Mandelstam, Tamm's mentor and revered colleague atMoscow
State University.47
Both Mandelstam's and Dirac's influences are evident in the paper of 1930 in
which Tamm introduceda new hypothetical particle, laternamed thephonon. Tamm
was following up a discovery by Mandelstam and Grigorii Landsberg, who in
early 1928 had observed a new effectwhile studying the scattering of light in
quartz. They found two distinctive additional frequencies in the scattered light,
one higher and one lower than the frequency of the incoming light,which they
called "molecular" or "combinational" scattering and interpretedas a combination
of the original electromagnetic oscillation with the elastic oscillations of the solid
48Tamm
body
complemented Mandelstam and Landsberg's semi-classical expla
nation with a strict theorybased on Dirac's form of quantum mechanics.
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team understood that the new effect could not be caused by
scatteringby independent atoms, Tamm considered the solid body "as a whole," as
a system bound togetherby strong interactionsbetween the atoms. Elastic vibra
Since theMoscow

tions of these atoms had already been treated in the earlier quantum theories of
Einstein, Debye, Born, and von Karman, inwhich quantization of the energy of
vibrations helped to explain the specific heats of solids. Dirac developed more
advanced methods ofwave quantization inhis quantum theoryof radiation of 1927.
Tamm used thesemethods in 1930 to describe electromagnetic radiation in his
theory and also extended the same methods of quantum electrodynamics to the
treatmentof the solid state, for the quantization of elastic waves in the crystal. For
thephysical interpretationof quantized electromagnetic waves, Dirac relied on the
corpuscular model of light quanta, or photons. In addition to them,Tamm intro

duced analogous "elastic quanta," particles corresponding to quantized elastic
waves, with theirown momentum, direction of propagation, and energy.He thus
interpretedthe change of light frequency during scattering in the solid as the pro
cess of absorption or emission of one particle by another,of an elastic quantum by
a quantum of light.49

Unlike Frenkel, Tamm avoided using metaphors in his published papers. The
analogy with the photon alone was sufficient for him to justify the idea of the
elastic quantum in print.Yet the proposal had an additional value-laden meaning
related to Tamm's attitude toward Bose-Einstein statistics. In 1926, Tamm had
discussed physical interpretationsof thenew quantum statistics,according towhich
particles appeared as indistinguishable. In his view, this lack of individuality left
two possible choices: either to admit that individuality is fundamentally lost on the
microscopic quantum level, or to save individualityby postulating a physical cause,
as Einstein had hinted, in an unknown interactionbetween particles. Tamm ex
pressed his hope that indistinguishabilitywould be found to be only a formally
valid, phenomenological description of what at a deeper level of realitywould be
an ensemble of distinguishable but interactingparticles. Having to choose between

free particles without individuality and particles with individuality but without
absolute freedom, he preferred the latter.50
The issue ofmaintaining individuality
in a collective with strong interaction had been one of themain principles of
Menshevism as political movement. The split of theRussian Social-Democratic
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Workers Party in 1903 intoMenshevik and Bolshevik factions, which would have
so many tragic consequences, occurred on exactly this line. The Bolsheviks in
sisted on theclause in theparty statutes thatestablished strictdiscipline and subor
dination of individualmembers to theirparty organizations, while theMensheviks
defended a more liberal clause with more room for individual rights and choices.
By 1930 developments in quantum theorydefinitely favored the conception of
photons as free but fundamentally indistinguishable particles. Yet Tamm's pro
posal of elastic quanta offered a possibility to save individuality.Mathematically
theywere exactly like photons, an ideal Bose gas of particles, whose number was

not conserved, but behind the phenomenology of free, indistinguishable elastic
quanta was the reality of strongly connected and collectively oscillating atoms
with individuality butwithout much freedom. Frenkel welcomed thenew particles
in a paper of 1931, calling them "sound quanta" and "heat quanta,"51 and in his
textbook on wave mechanics of 1932, where he suggested the name "phonon,"
which became the standard term.He, too, interpretedphonons phenomenologi
cally: theywere forhim fictive particles, whose very usefulness cast doubt on the

physical reality of theirclose prototype, photons.52 In his philosophy of physics,
Frenkel inclined towards positivism even more strongly thanTamm, and he dared
to criticize dialectical materialism openly at a conference in 1931, when itwas not
safe politically to do so. This public act would not be forgottenby Soviet philoso
phers and made Frenkel a frequent targetof theircriticism,which grew especially
militant in the late 1940s. Among other charges, attackers cited Frenkel's use of
phonons as "fictive particles" instead of "real" sound waves as the proof of his

positivistic heresy.53
Phonons could be interpretedfrommany perspectives, which no doubt helped
them gain a wide and quick acceptance. If forTamm and Frenkel theywere a
phenomenological description of the collective of strongly interactingatoms, for
Peierls, who used them in a paper of 1932 under thename Schallquanta, theywere
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novel

ties.These nuances did notmake a serious difference for themathematical formal
ism: the formulaswere all equivalent and could be easily and fully translated into
one another. They did make a difference, however, for the generalization of the
concept of thephonon into a broader model of "collective excitations."
Tamm did not publish furtheron phonons. Having done importantwork on the

solid state in the early 1930s, he returned to quantum electrodynamics, nuclear
physics, and particle physics, the fields that interestedhim themost. He partici
pated in the furtherdevelopment of the concept of quasiparticles mostly indirectly,
as a discussant

at conferences

and

seminars,

as

the mentor

of younger

students,

and throughhis theoretical colloquium at thePhysical Instituteof theAcademy of
Sciences. But otherphysicists who shared his interpretationof phonons transformed
it into a much more general hypothesis: thatnot only for oscillations of atoms in
solid body, but for any kind of collective systemwith strongly interacting par
ticles, there should exist a phenomenological description in the form of an ideal
gas of fictive particles, "collective" or "elementary" excitations. Led by this as

sumption, these physicists tried to describe strange properties of dense bodies by
postulating new kinds of particles that resembled phonons, but possessed novel
and strangeproperties and did not necessarily have well defined classical analogs.
As a general strategy,thisway of dealing with condensed matter would be advo
cated and pursued with tremendous success by anotherMoscow group, Lev Landau
and his students, starting in the late 1930s.54 In amore rudimentaryform, a similar
generalization of Tamm's elastic quantum helped Frenkel in 1931 to introduce a
new hypothetical particle, the 'excitation quantum,' or exciton.
7. SHARED

EXCITATION

Frenkel spent the academic year 1930/1 as a visiting professor at theUniversity
ofMinnesota and anxiously followed political developments at home. Newspa
pers and lettersdelivered mixed news: the disappearance of food from the stores
and the introductionof rationing, propagandistic accounts about class war and the
collectivization campaign in the countryside, and promises of a bright future. In
his lettersback home Frenkel mentioned the contradictions of the Soviet life?its
idealism and cruelty, great successes of industrialization and agriculture and the
lack ofmost basic goods?while
approving wholeheartedly the Soviet system in
general and, with some reservation, the collectivization of agriculture.55
In his major paper written during thatyear, Frenkel considered another kind of
excitation of a solid body: not the displacement of an atom from its equilibrium
position that leads to elastic oscillations, but the absorption of a lightquantum by
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FIG. 5. Frenkel inMinneapolis, Spring 1931. Courtesy of theAmerican Instituteof
Physics/EmilioSegreVisual Archives.
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an atom thatputs the atom (actually, one of its electrons) into an excited state. In
the former case, oscillation of one of the atoms does not remain localized, but
spreads across thewhole solid in the form of sound waves (classical physics) or
phonons (quantum physics), whereby all atoms participate in the collective move
ment. The same thing,according toFrenkel, must also occur with the excitation of
an atom by a lightquantum. In a gas, such an excitation remains theproperty of an
excited atom until iteither reemits a lightquantum, or collides with another atom
and transformsthe energy of excitation intokinetic energy. But in the solid body,
owing to interactions between the atoms, the excitation would not remain local
ized on one atom, but should be shared by theentire collective. In order to describe
this sharingmathematically, Frenkel constructed a wave function for an excited
crystal as a superposition ofwave functions corresponding to excitations localized

at differentatoms, and found the stationary states of such a system in the form of
"excitation

waves."

Unlike

Tamm's

elastic

quanta,

these

did

not

come

about

as a

result of thequantization of a classical wave: although theirclassical analog could
be found post-hoc, itdid not provide so direct a basis for reasoning as sound waves
did forphonons.56
Frenkel introduced a new particle corresponding to excitation waves, which he

called the "excitation quantum," making explicit the analogy with Tamm's "elas
ticquantum" and describing its importantrole as the intermediary in theprocess of
the absorption of lightby solids and its furthertransformationintoheat. The direct
process would have required a simultaneous transformationof a light quantum
intohundreds of elastic quanta (because the energy of a photon is typically a hun
dred times larger than the energy of a phonon), and, according to quantum me
chanics, would have had a very low probability of occurrence. The process can
take place much more easily through an intermediate excited state, "visualized

from the corpuscular point of view as the transformationof the incident lightquan
tum into an excitation quantum having the same energy and momentum," which
would then live for some time in thebody and gradually dissipate its energy into
the energy of elastic quanta, or heat. If realized in nature, Frenkel's excitation
quantum or exciton would imply the existence of narrow lines in the absorption
spectra

of solids.57

Experimental physicists had not yet seen these narrow bands. Although Frenkel
could point to some experimental data that indirectly supported his proposal, the
excitation quantum remained a purely hypothetical entity.Theorists made the first
attack on it.While inMinneapolis, Frenkel learned fromhis wife, Sarra (and she
apparently from Peierls, Pauli's assistant, who had come to Leningrad in spring
1931 tomarry his fiancee), thatPauli had rejected the excitation quantum in his

usual gentle way?"You
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criticized inZurich and theydecreed it to be wrong. I believe that this opinion is
undoubtedly incorrect?not only on thebasis of my own discussion with Ameri
can theoreticians,but also according tomy personal conviction. The fact thatPauli
considers my work Falsch proves only, inmy opinion, that it is not Trivial'' re

plied Frenkel.58
In Peierls' alternative version of the theory of light absorption in solids, he
accepted parts of Frenkel's theory,including phonons and the intermediate excited
state of the crystal.He objected, however, to the idea that theexcitation would be
distributed evenly over thewhole crystal, arguing instead that it should be local
ized in a small area.Mathematically, Peierls managed to treatonly thecase of such
an excitation bound to a particular atom.59Until early 1950s, when exciton spectra
were observed, Frenkel's proposal found very few supporters.The main problem
thathindered its acceptance, however, was not the criticism by Pauli and Peierls,
but its perceived incompatibility and rivalrywith the emerging mainstream ap
proach in solid state theory,the band theoryof free electrons.
8. ELECTRONS

FREE AND TRAPPED

In 1931 Alan H. Wilson arrived fromCambridge to studywith Heisenberg in
Leipzig and tried tomake sense of Bloch's far from transparentpapers on the
theoryof metals. Having interpreted them in his way, Wilson extended Bloch's
methods frommetals to insulators and semiconductors, and explained why these
substances differ.For Bloch (and also forFrenkel) thedifference had been merely
quantitative, electrons in insulators being more tightlybound to their respective
atoms

in metals.

than electrons

Wilson,

however,

understood

how

to prevent

elec

trons from conducting currentwithout binding them to atoms. If the number of
electrons in the body just suffices to fill completely some of the allowed bands in
the energy spectrum, these filled bands form "closed shells" of zero net current,

with equal numbers of electrons moving in opposite directions. The energy gap
between thehighest filled band and thenext available empty band make the crys
tal an insulator: only a sufficiently strong excitation or force can make an electron
jump across the gap to the empty band of higher energy and thus become a con
duction lectron. Inmetals, by contrast, one of the allowed energy bands is only
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partially filled, and its electrons have room to accelerate easily even in a weak
electric

field.60

Heisenberg quickly combined Wilson's concept of filled bands with Dirac's
idea of electron holes intoa new interpretationof the anomalous Hall effect.Peierls
had explained the effect by an unusual relationship between energy and momen
tumfor electrons in the tight-bindingapproximation, a relationship equivalent to a
negative "effectivemass." Heisenberg pointed out that the same mathematical for
mulas could be easily reinterpretedas referringto vacancies in nearly filledWil
son bands, which behave like normal particles but with opposite electric charge,
just likeDirac's holes. Bloch suggested furtherthat this combination can also ex

plain the photoelectric current in insulators: the absorption of a lightquantum by
an electron allows the latterto jump across thegap of forbidden energies. A pair is
generated in the process: a conduction electron in the formerlyempty band and a
hole in the formerly filled one, both ofwhich contribute to the resulting current.61
Wilson drew even more profound lessons from his accomplishment. The gen
eralization of theBloch method allowed him to generalize the notion of quantum
freedom, too.According toWilson, the classical theory confused electrons' free
dom with theirability to carry electric current.But in the quantum theory,where
all electrons are described as travelingwaves in a perfectly periodic lattice, "we
cannot assume, as we do in the classical theory, that only valence [conduction]
electrons are free." "[A]ll the electrons in a metal are free," as they are also in
semiconductors and insulators, regardless ofwhether or not they transportelectric
charge.62This interpretationconstituted an importantdeparture from the attempts
by theWeimar physicists of theHeisenberg school to comprehend the unclear
situation of a state thatwas neither bound nor free.Wilson's view that theperiod
icityof the latticemakes all electrons free in all crystals,whether metals or insula
tors,was furtherextended and developed after 1933 into theband theoryof solids.
Band theoryassumed thatabrupt, strong,and very complex forces acting upon
an electron in a crystal from all the atoms and other electrons could be accounted
for,summarily,by a smooth periodic potential, theeffectiveor self-consistent field,
throughwhich the electron could move as a nearly free particle. That thisnot very
realisticmodel, sometimes called "electrons in a jellium,"63 could deliver results
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close to the experimental characteristics of real substances was demonstrated by
Eugene P.Wigner and Frederick Seitz in 1933 in theirprototypical calculation of
sodium metal, which became themodel formany subsequent studies.64 Math
ematical sophistication and the liberty to choose whichever form of the effective
potential worked best allowed band theorists to reproduce theproperties ofmany
realmaterials. The main results of Bloch and Peierls were also reinterpretedand

incorporated into the band theory: the Bloch electrons in the loose-binding ap
proximation were accepted as theywere, while electrons in the tight-bindingap
proximation were replaced by nearly free holes.
The rise of the band theory coincided chronologically with the geographical
transitionof the center of the solid state community fromGermany. Itwas devel
oped primarily in theuniversities of Britain and theUnited States, with a particu
larly visible role played by refugees who had fled to free countries fromCentral
European dictatorships. The fact thattheywere also eager to see electrons in solids
as free is a suggestive coincidence thatmight be worthy of a separate investiga
tion. In the Soviet Union, the reaction to the band theorywas ambivalent.
An early reportofWilson's achievement was brought toLeningrad by Ralph H.
Fowler fromCambridge in September 1932. He presented it to a conference on the
physics ofmetals togetherwith thenew lesson about freedom: "Ifwe discuss quan
tummechanically themotion of an electron in a perfect latticewe are forced to
conclude that all the electrons in all the atoms are free tomove through the lat
tice?are

in the classical

'free electrons'

sense?except

they are pre

in so far as

vented frommoving by Pauli's exclusion principle."65 The audience includedmost
of theyoung Soviet quantum theoristswho worked on the solid state: Frenkel and
Tamm,

and D.I.

M.P.

Blokhintsev,

Bronstein,

V. A.

Fock,

L.D.

S.P.

Landau,

Shubin,

S.V. Vonsovsky, and a few others. They listened politely to the foreign luminary
but deep in theirbones theydisagreed with Fowler's thesis.
Their communitywas not coherent, but split on a variety of scientific,political,
and personal issues. Only a very few, Frenkel and some of his students,were al
ready using collectivist language and developing correspondingmodels of solids.
Most Soviet physicists initially accepted at least parts of the band theory,albeit
with significant reservations. Their varying social experiences had already taught
them thatnot all public declarations of freedom should be taken at face value. As
far as electrons in solids were concerned, Soviet theoristsknew that the adjective
"free" could not be applied there in its truemeaning. This attitudewas the com
mon denominator of theirvarious approaches and reactions to band theory.Even
those who used themodels of free or nearly free electrons rarely failed to add a
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reservation or remark about theirbasic assumption's limited validity.When refer
ring to the Bloch electron, Frenkel used "free" and "collectivized" interchange
ably, the former as a conventional term, the latter as a description of the actual
state of affairs. Other Soviet physicists tended either to put "free" in quotation
marks or to replace itwith otherwords, such as "conduction," depending on the
context.

Their shared intuition about the electron's freedom can be seen in a confused
polemic between Tamm and Frenkel in 1931. Frenkel, then inMinneapolis, at
tacked a new theoryof thephotoelectric effect inmetals by Tamm and his student,
Semion Shubin, for allegedly "introducing...the notion of free electrons of two
types, completely free 'Sommerfeld electrons' and partially bound 'Bloch elec
trons,'"which he found incompatiblewith "the fact thatSommerfeld's 'completely
free' electrons simply do not exist and are but an approximation to themore real
'relatively bound' electrons of Bloch." Tamm replied thatFrenkel had misunder
stood theirwork. For him, too, Sommerfeld's model was only a rough approxima
tionof restrictedapplicability, and conductivity electrons were not absolutely free.
Indeed, Tamm and Shubin opened theirpaper with a reference to the "well known

fact thatthephotoelectric effectcannot takeplace with free electrons in free space,"
and on this basis criticized as inconsistent an earlier theoryby Sommerfeld's stu
dentGregor Wentzel. Frenkel's admission of his mistake ended the confusion.66
The sensitivity of Soviet theorists to the limited applicability of band theory's
basic assumption motivated them to explore specifically the limits of the formal
ism. Rather than following themainstream approach of the theory of free elec
trons,they studied boundary situations and cases inwhich electrons become bound
or trapped, and from this came theirarguably most importantcontributions to the
electron theory of metals during the 1930s. The theory by Tamm and Shubin of
1931 took into consideration two types of binding acting upon the electron in
metal?the potential barrier at the surface of the body and the periodic potential
inside it?which allowed them to distinguish and describe two differentmecha
nisms for thephotoelectric effect. In another paper of the same year,Tamm showed
how these two potentials combined can produce new bound states of electrons in a
metal. He studied thebehavior of Bloch's electrons in a periodic lattice limited (on
one side) by the body's surface. Tamm's calculation showed thatadding the sur
face potential allowed the electrons to occupy some of the formerly forbidden
energy levels, but these new levels correspond tobound states of electrons trapped
near the surface and capable of moving only along the surface. His prediction
remained

unconfirmed

for several

decades,

until Tamm's

levels,

as

they are

cur

rentlyknown in the physics of surface phenomena, were finally observed.67
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9. ARRESTED

ELECTRONS

AND THE POLARON

A differentpossibility for the trapping of an electron in a crystal latticewas
suggested by Lev Landau in 1933. Landau accepted Wilson's notion of electron
bands and considered it tobe amathematically proven theorem thatall electrons in
a strictlyperiodic lattice should be able tomove without resistance. This, however,
did not allow him to declare electrons in solids free, and he consistently refused to
use this term in his work. In the 1930s, Landau's favorite approach to electrons in
solids was statistical.He described an ensemble of electrons bymeans of a kinetic
equation, always abstained from relating an electron's energy and momentum by
the free-particle formula ?=p2/2m, and strictly forbade his students to use this
common assumption.68 At the same time,Landau was also very critical of, and
occasionally openly hostile to,many ideas of Frenkel, his former teacher.He dis
agreed, among other things,with the hypothesis of the excitation quantum and
proposed a differentexcitation scenario instead.Already the part of band theory
thatLandau accepted enabled him to conclude thata small excitation or deforma
tion of the lattice at some point leads to scattering, but "does not mean yet the
electron is trapped at this point." Exploring further the limits of the theory,he
suggested that trappingmay occur if thedeformation is large and distorts theperi
odicity of the lattice.Landau proposed some materials inwhich such a trappingof
an electron near the distorted area might be observed, and estimated that the for
mation of these bound stateswould require an activation energy.69
Frenkel replied toLandau's implicit criticism by adding this new scenario to
his picture of solids and developing it further.In a paper presented at a conference
inKiev in 1935, he pointed out that trapping can occur even without an activation
energy, spontaneously, in the deformation of the lattice caused by the electron
itself.He insisted, however, that thiscombination of an electron with a "trapping"
of the latticedisturbance would not remain fixed but could move through the crys
tal, thoughmuch more slowly than a "free" electron. The possible states of an
electron in a solid thus included a wide spectrum of complicated situations, from
collectivized "free" particles to slowly moving "trapped" ones, but Frenkel con
sistently avoided the two poles: thatof electrons bound to individual atoms and
localized in fixed places, and thatof electrons free like atoms of an ideal gas.70
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Several years later, in his book Kinetic theoryof liquids, Frenkel metaphori
cally described a trapped electron or electronic hole as "visiting" a lattice cell and
"becoming 'self-arrested' during itsmovement through the atom." The shocking
word "arrested" was replaced in the English translationwith 'trapped,' but for
Frenkel's Soviet audiences, who had behind them thenightmare of theworst years
of Stalinist terror,itwas a familiar and frequent concept of everyday language, if
not of personal experience. Traumatic memories of the 1937/8 purges also paled in
theirminds in comparison with the even more inhumane conditions of theGreat
PatrioticWar. When he wrote his book during theharsh winter of 1942/3, inKazan
evacuation with the larger part of his institute,Frenkel had already become an
indirectwitness not only to the pre-war arrests and disappearances of millions
includingmany of his friends and colleagues, but also to thewar-time deaths and

starvation ofmillions, inparticular inhis home city,Leningrad, then in the second
year of the tragic siege thatvirtually exterminated its inhabitants.71
To those who had lived through thatcruel experience, freedom did not appear
as an unproblematic giftand a natural state of life,but neither could theyaccept its
absolute impossibility. Freedom was for them a difficult challenge and a serious

problem tobe solved by everyone: some portion of it, some complicated stateof it,
had to be achieved under even themost terribleconditions. Even when "arrested,"
Frenkel noted, electrons or holes "can liberate themselves again; the liberation,
however,

requires

an

increase

of potential

energy...and

can

occur

after

a certain

period of time....The freedom obtained on such release will, [however], be of ex
tremely shortduration; liberationbeing followed by a new 'self-arrest'near one of
the adjacent

atoms."72
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Neither Landau nor Frenkel developed mathematical models for theirpropos
als of "trapped"

or "self-arrested"

electrons.

The

solution

was

found

by

the war's

end, in 1945, by Solomon Pekar, a professor inKiev and former studentofTamm.
Pekar realized that the deformation of the crystal lattice can be described math
ematically as the electrical polarization of the lattice by the electron's Coulomb
field. He managed to solve the corresponding wave equation and find energy lev
els for an electron in a polarizable dielectric medium, which had bound-state solu

tions. Tamm brought Pekar to reporthis results at Landau's seminar inMoscow,
where the new particle was baptized during the discussion as the "polaron," the
name thateventually became standard. Pekar's publication of 1946 contained the
basic theoryas well as the name of thepolaron: itsmovement through the lattice,
itsdissociation intoheat or phonons, and the electron's transitionsbetween "free"

and

trapped

"polaron"

states.73

10. THE EXCITON
Of all thenew particles suggested at theearly stage of the collectivist approach,
Frenkel's excitation quantum stood apart as themost incompatible with thepre
vailing band theory.The exciton was the solid-state collectivist analog of what in
a gas would have been a bound excited state of an electron, but the band theory
explicitly denied the possibility of such states in a periodic lattice. Even its re
strictedversions accepted by Landau and many other Soviet physicists seemed to
leave no room for theexcitation quantum state.The concept of filled bands and the
energy-gap explanation of the difference between metals and insulators carried
with them a model of an excitation of a crystal by a light quantum. An electron,
when excited, was supposed to jump from a filled band into an empty one, thus
creating a conduction electron and a hole. The absorption of lightby an insulator
produced carriers of electric current,which explained the phenomenon of photo
electricity.The excitation quantum, on the contrary,had zero electric charge and
could not transportany electric current.
When explained in these terms,Frenkel's
mechanism
of
hypothetical
light absorption seemed to contradict band theoryat
the level of phenomena

peared...completely

available

paradoxical"

even

for experimentation

tomost

of his Soviet

and

colleagues,

thus "ap
both

theo

rists and experimenters, including those at his home institute inLeningrad.74
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Facing widespread skepticism, Frenkel defended his proposal of the excitation
quantum in a paper of 1936, where he also introduced the name "exciton." Not
only the name, but also his understanding of the particle had changed in the in

terim.Frenkel accepted part of Peierls' and Landau's critique and agreed that the
excitation would be localized rather than shared uniformly by all atoms of the
crystal, but he criticized them in turn, insisting that itwould not remain fixed to
this location, but could move through thebody. "[T]he collectivization of theexci
ton" in the 1936 version of Frenkel's theorywas closer to his "collectivized elec

trons" of conductivity of 1924 and "empty spaces" of 1926 rather than toTamm's
phonons of 1930: excitons moved in the familiar fashion of successive jumps from
one

to a neighboring

atom

one.75

On thisoccasion, Frenkel also publicly presented his criticism of theband theory
for the first time.The agreed shared ground was themathematical model of the
Bloch electron inmetals, although band theorists called it "free" while Frenkel
preferred 'collectivized.' This terminological disagreement aboutmetals, however,
evolved into contrasting, physically differentapproaches to insulators. In insula
tors,Frenkel insisted, almost all electrons remained "uncollectivized," or more

tightlybound to individual atoms than inmetals, and thereforecould not easily
move and transportcurrent.Rather thanmove, electrons of neighboring atoms
exchanged theirenergy of excitation. The picture of amoving collectivized excita
or exciton,

tion quantum,

according

to Frenkel,

represented

processes

in non-me

tallic solids better than thepicture of a nearly freemoving electron.Applying the
lattermodel to insulatorswas, forhim, "an inexcusable abuse of Bloch's method.
It has tobe regretted that such an abuse has been practiced by nearly all writers on
the electron theoryof the solid state, leading them occasionally towholly errone
ous

results.

One

states

cited

of such mistake...consists

of a crystal,

i.e.,

such

in the exclusion

states which...are

of nonconducting

characterized

by moving

ex
exci

tons."76Frenkel's defense of the exciton thus led him so far as to oppose the appli
cability of band theory to non-metallic crystals and the band-gap explanation of
the difference between insulators and conductors, which were thenalmost univer
sally accepted.
His presentation furnished the qualitative physical picture with only rudimen
tarybasic calculations. In less thana year, JohnClarke Slater andWilliam Shockley
atMIT and finallyGregoryWannier at Princeton developed a strictand consistent

quantum mechanical formalism for the exciton.Without mentioning its collectiv
istphilosophy, they attempted to eliminate, at least partly, the contradiction of the
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exciton with band theory."For several years, therehave been two competing pic
tures in use to describe thebehavior of electrons in crystals," explained Wannier.
"The one adopted inmost theoretical calculations and especially successful for
metals describes each electron by a runningwave, but Frenkel has shown that in

many cases themore elementary atomic picturemay be thebetter approximation.
This apparent contradiction has been removed by Slater and Shockley, who showed
with a simplifiedmodel that the two typesof states actually coexist in a crystal."77
Wannier succeeded in constructing a complete set of orthogonal wave func
tions for the electron in a crystal thatwas not limited to the periodic solutions
representingBloch's electrons.Wannier's functions included Frenkel's excitation
waves in the lower part of the energy spectrum and another series of solutions for
intermediate energies, which corresponded to hydrogen-like states of an electron
and a hole bound togetherby theCoulomb field. The following year Nevill Mott
in Bristol

reviewed

favorably

the "collective

electron"

as a more

treatment

conve

nient approach in some problems of the solid state theory.78
Mott covered Tamm's
surface levels, Landau's electron trapped ina latticedistortion, and thebound states
of an electron in theCoulomb field of a distant hole. These investigations helped
to clarify thedifference between two distinctive types of excitons, as theyare now
known: theoriginal "Frenkel exciton," a tightlylocalized excited state of theatom,
and

the "Wannier-Mott

exciton,"

or

a bound

"mega-exciton,"

pair

of an electron

and a hole thatcan be far from one other inside the crystal.
Even furnishedwith appropriate mathematical apparatus, the exciton still re
mained a hypothetical construct and contradicted themost widespread interpreta
tion of the band theory.Only a very few physicists accepted it.But in 1951 the
hydrogen-like spectrum itpredicted was observed, apparently accidentally, in cu
prous oxide by Leningrad spectroscopist Evgenii Gross. Frenkel died in early 1952
of a heart attack and did not have an opportunity to see the firstphotographs of
exciton bands and to learn of the success of his theory.Gross also had to overcome
serious opposition from colleagues, both theorists,especially Landau, and experi
menters, which caused a one-year delay in the submission of his paper. It took
several

more

years

before

the exciton

was

recognized

as a natural

fact.79
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11. THE COLLECTIVIST

ALTERNATIVE

329

TO BAND THEORY

Frenkel, inhis paper of 1936,went furtherthandefending theexciton. He sum
marized theentire collectivist approach, and the sortsof new particles proposed by
that time,and presented itas a full-blown alternative toband theory.His synthetic
picture shunned either practically free or absolutely fixed electrons, describing
instead various processes in solid bodies as movements of particles with varying
intermediate states of freedom. The exposition startedwith an electron liberated
from its atom by an incident light quantum to become a "free or collectivized
electron" of conductivity thatmoved by jumping fromone position in the lattice to
another.The liberatedelectron leftbehind a "collectivized positive hole, or positron"
(actually a positive ion),which could also move through the lattice by "capturing
themissing electron fromone of itsneighbors, and thus converting the latter into a
'positive hole.'" If the energy of the light quantum was not sufficient to liberate
the electron fully into a collectivized state, the electron remained bound to the

hole,

but

the entire

complex?an

atom

in an excited

state, or a "collectivized

elec

tronand positron pair"?could
still travel through the crystal in a similarway and
could thusbe called a "collectivized exciton."80 Any "free or collectivized" par
cause a local deformation of the crystal
ticle? electron, hole, or exciton?could
and become trapped in it.These "trapped" (prilipshii) particles would also be able
tomove through the lattice, though at a much slower pace, and carry the deforma
tionwith them.Frenkel suggested that these slowly moving complexes might be
observable, pointing inparticular to the reports on the apparent trappingof photo
electrons in the experiments of Robert Wichard

Pohl and his collaborators in

Gottingen.81

The collectivist approach formed the basis of Frenkel's lecture course at
Leningrad Polytechnic Institute in 1946 and of the resulting textbook, Introduc
tion to theTheory ofMetals (1948). By that time, the collectivization of electrons
was already to Frenkel an "experimentally proven" fact, demonstrated by X-ray
diffraction inmetals. The simplest example of collectivization, the sharing of elec
tronsby two atoms in a diatomic molecule, leads to the so-called exchange forces,
which Frenkel considered more appropriate than themodel of self-consistent field
as a mathematical way of describing the collective behavior of particles. He repro
duced on his model themain results obtained by Sommerfeld, Bloch, and Peierls
in the late 1920s and early 1930s, but he largely ignored the later band theory,
whose "level ofmathematical complexity is not matched by the level of impor
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tance of the results it delivers." Instead, his picture of solids featured the entire
family

of "collectivized

particles"?electrons,

holes,

excitons,

and polarons?plus

thephonon, which belonged to a separate category.82
Frenkel included more about band theory in the textbook's second edition in
1950, but also added a new preface with a strongercritique (simultaneously satis

fying stricterideological demands imposed on textbookauthors by Cold War hawks)
of the "formalistic
tendencies of some Western-European
and Ameri
can. . .physicists,who often diligently develop the theory in its formalmathemati

cal aspect while paying little attention to the question whether or not its basic
assumptions correspond to reality."While accepting and interpretingfromhis per
spective some of the results of band theory,he continued to reject as "radical" the
idea of "wholesale collectivization," or the thesis that all electrons in all solids,
including insulators, are free or collectivized, which did not leave room for the
existence of either excitons or polarons. Until the end of his life,Frenkel main
tained his quixotic opposition to the band-gap explanation of the difference be
tween metals

and

insulators.83

Frenkel's last years were difficult forhim: politically, rising anti-Semitism and
ideological accusations of philosophical idealism had hit him hard, while profes
sionally he sufferedfrom the intolerantattitudesof Landau's school. His collectiv
ist crusade in the theoryof solid state looked like a one-man struggle. But had he
lived a few yearsmore, until themid-1950s, he would have seen an intensification
of criticism of band theoryand a strong increase in interest in collectivist models.
New versions of the collectivist approach had been accumulating in the field
fora number of years. In the theoryofmetals, Shubin and Vonsovsky in Sverdlovsk
and Edmund Stoner in Leeds developed collectivist theory in themid-1930s as

alternatives toHeisenberg's theories of ferromagnetism thatconsidered electrons
as bound toparticular atoms. From the late 1930s, Landau with Pomeranchuk and
several others inMoscow enlarged Tamm's interpretationof phonons into a much
more general method of elementary or collective excitations, which was justified
furtherin the late 1940s byNikolai Bogoliubov. During the 1940s,Anatoly Vlasov
and Landau inMoscow and David Bohm and his graduate students in Princeton
formulated new mathematical ways of describing collective interactions among
electrons inplasma. Starting in 1950, Ilia Lifshitz with his collaborators inKharkov
treated electrons inmetals as quasiparticles. In combination, these effortspro
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duced in themid-1950s a qualitative change in the community of condensed mat
terphysicists and brought the collectivist approach and themethod of quasipar
ticles

to recognized

success.

The new collectivist models were less explicit politically but better developed
mathematically thanFrenkel's theories. In themid-1930s, Shubin and Vonsovsky
in Sverdlovsk and Edmund Stoner inLeeds were developing collectivist alterna
tives toHeisenberg's theoryof ferromagnetism thatconsidered electrons as bound
to particular atoms. They added new kinds of quasiparticles to the list: rotons,
magnons,

and plasmons,

among

others.

They

involved

new

meanings

of collectiv

ism,which were differentfromFrenkel's preferredmetaphor of shared property.
And theyalso reflectedother forms of personal experience, inparticular, Landau's
phenomenological stateof freedomwithin Stalinist totalitarian society and Bohm's
desire to findout how to participate in a collective movement without losing one's
individuality.84

84. These

issues will

be discussed

in Part

II of this study.

